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e started to revitalize the physics lecture at our institution over five years
ago by involving the students more in the lecture
itself. It was our belief that the introductory lectures in physics as traditionally presented were
ineffective. This was largely due to the size of the
classes, rarely fewer than 40 students and in some
cases as many as several hundred. The financial
problems in both private and public universities
made it safe to predict that the class-size problem
would only get worse. Hewitt and Seymour1
studied the dropout rate among first-year science
and engineering students and noted that this is

about 50% across disciplines. Blame for this unfortunate loss of students was most often attributed to the large, impersonal lecture format
rather than to the subject being taught.
We wanted to improve the lecture experience
by actively involving the students more in the
lecture itself. Reasons for the reluctance of students to respond in a large lecture were understandable. Recent articles by Hake2 and Poulis3
furnish data to support our approach and have
established the value of modifying the passive
lecture with “interactive engagement.” Although
many suggestions and innovations have been
proposed and tried,4-15 there had not been a solution to the problem of the passive large lecture
proven to be successful, flexible, and cost-effective for a wide variety of students.

Our Keypad System

Fig. 1. Illustration of operation of wireless keypad system.
(Photo: Fleetwood Group, Inc.)
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The procedure we initiated at the Illinois
Institute of Technology (IIT) five years ago to
enhance the participation of students in the lecture was by means of an interactive student response
system. We used a commercial, two-way wireless
(RF) keypad that the student can hold in hand
and enter responses upon request during the lecture.12 The results can be saved and displayed
to the instructor or class or both within seconds.
Figure 1 illustrates the keypad system and its
operation.
We have made use of the wireless keypads in
our elementary physics classes since the spring
1995 semester. With an average of 55 in each
class, students were assigned a numbered keypad for the course.16 Before each class, they
exchanged their ID card for a keypad.
Questions that could be answered by “yes”/“no”
or multiple choice (1-10) were woven into the
lecture and made relevant to what just happened or what was just about to happen. There
were also questions to test whether students
prepared for class. When appropriate, peer
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instruction12,13 was encouraged by asking students to rework a keypad question through discussion with their teammates (usually two others) and arrive at a consensual response. All
questions were displayed on a screen via an
LCD overhead projector. Students were given
from 10 seconds to a few minutes (depending
on the complexity of the problem) to key in
responses, which were picked up by an RF
receiver and input to a personal computer program.17 Results appeared within seconds by
projecting a histogram of class responses. A later
computer readout or printout recorded the performance of each student. These results were
saved on a spreadsheet; the scores were available
for inspection or grading purposes.
Our first year’s experience was positive in
spite of a good number of startup bugs and
inexperience in “weaving” questions into the
lecture. The lecture does cover less material and
the process does initially put a burden on the
lecturer. Even in the beginning, student acceptance was surprisingly tolerant and the keypad
system always did receive a majority of positive
votes. Students had to be alert with their minds
on the lecture or demonstration material but
did not seem to object. In effect, attendance
and attention were being monitored.
After the first year, with a proven system, we
made the keypad classroom an important and
well-advertised factor in the course grade. In particular, we announced at the beginning of the
semester that the keypads would count as some
substantial part (15-25%) of the final grade. For
each question, a correct answer earned the student 10 points, any answer earned three points,
and no answer received zero points. With an
average of five to 10 questions for each class session, a maximum semester score of over 2000
points had clear statistical significance. The
weighting of homework problem scores in the
final grade was reduced since keypad questions
could test students on their mastery of homework
concepts as well as their reading of the text before
the lecture. Good preparation prior to lecture has
produced improved student performance, as
reported by Beichner18 and others.13 Keypad
questions woven into the lecture also reinforce the
lecture itself. Teamwork among students (peer
instruction) was encouraged by including some
team answers in the mix of questions.
A typical class session would begin with an
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outline of the topics to be covered and answers
to student questions and then proceed to testing the students on their preparation for class
with a few keypad questions. These focused on
the concepts underlying the homework and on
familiarity with the reading material. Then
came the lecture, with keypad questions presented at the end of a topic or lecture module.
All these activities did not fit easily into a conventional 50-minute class period. Fortuitously,
the next semester the teaching schedules were
changed so that two 75-minute classes replaced
three 50-minute classes. This change is still in
force. The keypad questions were of a wide
variety and the questions could accommodate a
broad range of instructional philosophies and
goals. They allow an instructor to determine the
following:
a) Have the students read the text before class?
b) Are the students paying attention?
c) Do the students remember important facts?
d) Are the students thinking?
e) Do the students recognize concepts?
f) Can the student work in a group?
g) Can the students do numerical exercises?
h) What do the students say about the pace
and the interest of the lecture?
Instructors can evaluate and get feedback on
their performance in “real time” using “How
am I doing?”questions where students choose
between, for example,
1) The lecture is very clear so far, no questions.
2) I have a question or two.
3) I have a lot of questions.
4) I am so confused, I don’t have any questions.
Student response to the last question enables
the teacher to extend, repeat, or modify previous lecture topic discussions.
All keypad questions do not necessarily need
to be prepared in advance of the lecture.
Certainly we feel that it is desirable; the result
improves as questions are more carefully integrated into the lecture. However, the hardware
and software allow the insertion of spontaneous
questions into a set of prepared questions. For
this reason we expect that a lecturer experienced
with the system can, if appropriate, generate
questions “on the fly.” These are in fact often
stimulated by class response to some previous
question. The ability to weave questions into
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the lecture and generate impromptu questions
probably takes a semester or so of experience. It
is also possible to structure multiple-choice
questions so that they simulate an essay question. The restriction to multiple-choice questions gave us a deeper understanding of this type
of assessment. In more recent applications, we
have experimented with partially correct answers
and with even more than one correct answer.
Of course students must be made aware of these
options.

Hardware and Software
The basic ideas of a keypad response system
outlined here are not new19 and trials with prototype systems have been reported. Our system
(see Fig. 1) is unique in that it is a two-way wireless, commercial system20 and did not require
much hardware or software development on our
part to make it initially operational. We have
been able to concentrate on using these tools to
modify the lecture format instead of being involved with expensive and time-consuming
hardware and software development.17 The
commercialization of the system, principally the
wireless aspect, gives the response system a high
degree of functionality and mobility that has, we
believe, not been achieved previously.19 In addition, since the keypads have not required repair
in five years of operation (except for one replacement set of C-cell batteries), the amortized cost
is reasonable.
Recently a low-cost wireless infrared (IR) system21 has appeared on the market. We used this
keypad system for a portion of a semester in a
class of 40 students. The one-way feature means
that users of the keypad have to verify that their
signals are received by the system. This is accomplished when the keypad users see their numbers
displayed on the screen among a running list of
keypad numbers received. The one-way IR system operated satisfactorily, but we have no data
on its long-term performance characteristics.
The hardware needed, besides the keypads
and receiver, consists of a computer and an LCD
projection panel driven by the computer. A large
TV or monitor can replace the LCD panel. In
the case of the two-way RF system, a laptop
computer with a large display would be adequate
for a smaller class. For a one-way system, a large
screen is needed to display which keypad answers
have been received. Our software programs are
PC based, but it is frequently possible to use a
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Macintosh with a PC emulator, and there have
been attempts to make Macintosh versions of
some PC programs. All the wireless equipment
is portable; we use a suitcase holding 40 keypads
for transporting our RF system from building to
building. To move 75 keypads, we have constructed a storage box on wheels. Larger portable
storage units for keypads can be constructed or
are available commercially.
An important consideration in selecting any
response system is the question of reliability and
resistance to tampering by students. Reliability,
for one thing, implies that the keypad can be
dropped numerous times from desk height and
remain operational. Our RF system has survived
numerous drop tests and five years of challenges
from engineering students, and no one has succeeded in compromising or hacking the RF system we use. We do not carefully monitor the
distribution and return of keypads, except that
students are asked to leave their ID cards in the
keypad storage slot and at the end of class reverse
the procedure. Occasionally keypads are missing, but are apparently taken accidentally since
they always are returned by the next lecture.

Comments from Experience
A wireless keypad response system has a great
amount of flexibility based on the wide variety of
questions that can be presented. Questions are
at the discretion of the instructor and can range
from conceptual questions as illustrated by
Hestenes et al.22,23 and Mazur13 to factual questions. An additional important feature, at the
discretion of the instructor, is the grading associated with the keypad responses. If the instructor
chooses, the keypad scores do not have to count
toward the course grade. On that level, the keypads are useful in monitoring attendance and the
effectiveness of the lecture, as well as livening up
the lecture environment. However, we find that
when keypad scores count for greater than 15%
of the term grade, there is a dramatic improvement in attendance that reaches the 80-90% level and, in addition, the students make genuine
attempts to prepare for the reading quizzes and
remain alert throughout the lecture period.
The use of keypads dramatically changes the
typical one-way interaction between teacher and
student in a short time and is a powerful learning
tool for the instructor. It has also achieved our
goal of greatly increasing the participation of students in the lecture class. The wireless feature
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makes this technology easily portable to any
classroom.
The introductory lecture course is an integral
part of the undergraduate college system and the
problems that physics has (the failure of the lecture format itself and the loss of underprepared
students) are shared by other disciplines. Therefore the interactive student response system we
are using has applications to other disciplines.
One of our colleagues has used it successfully in
an introductory chemistry course. The principal
barrier to further use and evaluation of keypad
merits in our science courses is simply inertia on
the part of faculty. Once this is overcome, we
would be able to accumulate and evaluate data
from classes taught with and without keypads by
equally competent faculty under controlled conditions. This would allow a quantitative assessment of the improvement achievable using a keypad classroom. The discussion given here does
not exhaust the many possible uses of such a response system, which we are refining, but should
demonstrate to readers some of the potential
ways this tool can be used to revitalize the undergraduate lecture environment.
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